It’s Time to Play SEUSS-aphone!

Have all of the children sit in a circle. Choose one child or event leader to be the “SEUSS-orator.” The SEUSS-orator will whisper a Cat in the Hat-inspired phrase into the ear of the person to their left. That person will whisper the phrase to the person to his/her left and so on until the phrase gets back to the SEUSS-orator. The SEUSS-orator says what was whispered to him/her out loud. Chances are you’re in for a giggle — it will be a silly mixed up phrase! The SEUSS-orator should then tell the group what the original phrase was.

Some SEUSS-errific phrases to pass around:

The Cat wears a tall red-and-white striped hat.

Thing One and Thing Two are the messiest guests.

Do you have a talking fish whose tail can go swish?